Abstract: The conventional Chirp Scaling Algorithm is mainly used in side looking
Introduction
Synthetic Aperture Sonar (SAS) forms the virtual large aperture based on the movement of the small-aperture sonar array, and obtains high-resolution images of the target areas through imaging algorithms [1] . When the angle between the azimuth beam direction and the sonar platform moving trajectory is exactly 90° during the imaging process of the synthetic aperture, the imaging is called side-looking imaging.
Otherwise, when the angle differs from 90°, it is called squint mode imaging. The squint angle presents the angle between the beam pointing direction and the perpendicular line of the moving trajectory of the sonar platform. In the squint mode, adjusting of the beam direction provides the observation of the forward target scene in advance, and the reimaging of the backward target scene, so it has great practical significance.
The SAS imaging algorithms can be generally divided into two categories, the time domain algorithms and the frequency domain algorithms. Among the frequency domain algorithms, the Range-Doppler (RD) algorithm, the Chirp Scaling (CS) Algorithm, and the K  Algorithm are the most often used ones. The core idea of these imaging algorithms is to convert 2D signals into two 1D signals and process them separately via range-azimuth decoupling. CS Algorithm proposed by N a m l e r and R u n g e [2] in 1992 made the high-band SAR imaging theory more mature.
Compared to other imaging algorithms according to Chirp_Scaling principle, CS Algorithm achieves better space-variant compensation for the Range Cell Migration (RCM) of the imaging area, and realizes the consistent Range Cell Migration Correction (RCMC) by a phase function. The advantage of CS Algorithm does not refer only to the improved imaging efficiency, but also to the greatly improved image quality in squint mode, which is certainly more valuable.
As the squint angle increases, the range-azimuth coupling becomes more important and the decoupling becomes more difficult. Peng Sui-Yang and others [3] [4] [5] , firstly removed the time offset in the time domain, and then corrected the RCM consistence at different range by the chirp scaling, without considering the high order curves effects on the azimuth processing. The azimuth nonlinear CS Algorithm proposed by Zhang Shuang-Xi and others [6] [7] [8] pushed the limits for the horizontal focus depth, and formed high-resolution images at larger azimuth scenes. However, due to the computation complexity, the two mentioned methods do not meet the realtime SAS requirements. Moreover, Zhang Xuebo and others [9] [10] [11] proposed the improved CS Algorithm based on the CS implementation in the multiple sub-array technique in order to solve the non-uniform sampling problem. However, this method ignores the higher order terms in the azimuth processing which has impact on the resolution.
In this paper the improved CS imaging algorithm for highly squint SAS is presented. The improved algorithm provides accurate target focusing and improves the image resolution by compensating the phase error of the band reference point. In addition, the update of the CS compensation factor enables larger band imaging. The proposed method is verified by simulation, and results have shown that better image quality is achieved in high squint mode.
Basic signal coupling model
In the SAS imaging squint angle is one of the most important parameters. When the squint angle is equal to 0°, the imaging is called side-looking mode imaging. When the squint angle is larger than 0°, a coupling between range and azimuth occurs and the squint angle impact on the imaging should be considered [12] . 113 
Geometrical model of the squint SAS echo
The geometrical model of the squint SAS imaging is presented in Fig. 1 , where thesq is the squint angle, h is the height of the tow fish from the sea bottom, V is the drag speed of the tow fish, RB is the vertical distance between the target and the fish path, According to the geometrical relations shown in Fig. 1 , the instantaneous inclination range is obtained as 
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A is an arbitrary complex constant, f is the sonar operating frequency. In the derivation above, the squint angle approximation is used. Therefore, as long as the trajectory is represented in form of the hyperbolic curve, the phase factor is the accurate expression of the signal spectrum phase at any squint angle.
Phase compensation of the SAS echo
The basic idea of the SAS imaging algorithms is to divide 2D echo spectrum into 1D spectrums in range direction and azimuth direction, and process them separately, which generally represents the process of constructing the frequency or time domain phase compensation factor using the frequency spectra characteristic of the echo. In the case of the side-looking or small squint angle phase compensation factors' accuracy requirements are low, while in the case of the large squint angle the requirements are very high due to the severe range-azimuth coupling.
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If Equation (6) 
Furthermore, if the Equation (7) is reorganized and all terms whose order is higher than second order omitted, we get 
Improved CS Algorithm
CS Algorithm can only handle small squint angle imaging so it is limited to narrowband and narrow-beam signals. The wide-band and wide-beam SAS signals can be also processed by the CS Algorithm but with less effectiveness. The Improved CS (ICS) Algorithm proposed in this paper is suitable also for wide-band and wide-beam SAS signals, and even in the case of the large squint angle it can compensate for higher-order phase of the echo, thus achieving accurate target focusing.
The algorithm is mainly based on the phase multiplication and the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). ICS Algorithm steps are the following:
Step 1. Azimuth and range FFT The echo is transformed to 2D frequency domain signal by 2D FFT as presented in Equation (5).
Step 2. 2D frequency domain phase compensation for reference point and thirdorder phase compensation of the imaging area In 2D frequency domain, phase compensation for the reference point and thirdorder phase compensation for the imaging area are implemented. When the standard CS Algorithm is used for the wide-band high-resolution SAS signal, the Taylor series expansion gives errors and results in reduced effective sonar imaging range with the decreasing of carrier frequency. The main reason for that phenomenon is that the target point in azimuth direction is no longer a linear FM signal. If we assume that
Yf is the third-order phase filtering coefficient, the cubic filtering function could be constructed as
If the complex constants irrelevant to the derivation are ignored, and Equation (5) is multiplied by Equation (9) Step 4. Multiplication of the CS factor in order to eliminate range cell migration The multiplication of the CS factor by Equation (11) qf are the coefficients which should to be determined.
Step 5. Range compression and RCMC After the CS signal processing the POSP is applied to the echo signal in order to convert it to 2D frequency domain and to expand the phase functions into the power series of range frequency r f . The first-order term of r f corresponds to the range position and to the RCM of the target point. The representation of the first-order term coefficient into series of ( can acquire high quality imaging effect. Fig. 4 has showed the CCS Algorithm imaging effect when the squint angel is 5°. Compared with the Figs 2 and 3, it is known that range-azimuth coupling leads the image defocusing because of the squint mode. Figs 4 and 5 is for CCS Algorithm squint mode imaging effect when the squint angle is 10°, 15°. It can be seen from the imaging results, the range-azimuth coupling degree is more and more serious with the increase of the squint angle. The CCS Algorithm cannot completely eliminate the coupling, which leads to more obvious image defocusing. Figs 6-8 are respectively shown the ICS Algorithm imaging effect when the squint angle is 5°, 10° and 15°. Compared with the CCS Algorithm, the ICS Algorithm can eliminate the range-azimuth coupling more completely, so it can acquire more quality imaging. The 3 dB main slob width, the Integral Side Lobe Ratio (ISLR), and the Peak Side Lobe Ratio (PSLR) of the point target are compared assuming that the matching functions are not window functions. The general imaging requirements are ISLR<-10 dB, and PSLR<-15 dB. Table 1 shows range and azimuth ISLR and PSLR for all three target points for different squint angles. Table 2 compares the performance of the CCS Algorithm and the ICS Algorithm at target point (5 m, 45 m) in terms of the PSLR and the ISLR. From the results presented above, we can conclude that the new processing method provides image quality better than CCS Algorithm. 
Conclusion
In the case of the large squint angle, the SAS imaging suffers from severe rangeazimuth coupling, which makes the RCMC more difficult and has big influence on the image focusing. This paper presents analysis of the range-azimuth coupling relationship in 2D frequency domain; the more accurate azimuth modulation term and coupling terms of different orders are obtained. Through the CS scaling of the RCMC and the higher-order echo phase compensation, the migration trajectories of all the targets in the band are accurately corrected. Finally, azimuth focusing is realized through the improved matched filtering function. Simulation results have shown that the improved algorithm significantly enhanced the SAS imaging performances in the squint mode and that the proposed algorithm can meet the requirements of the high-resolution imaging in the case of large squint angle.
